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+ TuneIn Radio

Thurs - 9-late - Cornerstone feat.Baps
www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk/www.kingstongreenra
dio.org.uk
DESTINY RADIO 105.1FM
www.destinyradio.uk
FIRST WEDNESDAY of each month
8-10pm – RIDDIM SHOW feat. Leo B. Strictly roots.
Sat – 10-1am – Cornerstone feat.Baps
Sun – 4-6pm – Sir Sambo Sound feat. King Lloyd, DJ Elvis
and Jeni Dami
Sun – 10-1am – DestaNation feat. Ras Hugo and Jah
Sticks. Strictly roots.
Wed – 10-midnight – Sir Sambo Sound
NATURAL VIBEZ RADIO.COM
Daddy Mark sessions
Mon – 10-midnight
Sun – 9-midday. Strictly roots.
LOVERS ROCK RADIO.COM Mon - 10-midnight
Angela Grant aka Empress Vibez. Roots Reggae as well
as lovers.

Editorial Dub
Dear Reader
Good to see the return of Asher Messenjah, to The Dub, as it was good to have his input
at the Elder Stubbs Festival last month: his bubbling vibe and sweet selection. Yes Asher,
step in when you can!
We all got a full portion of blessings that day at the festival, the annual fund and
awareness-raising event, for the mental health project RESTORE. Give thanks to Garvin
Dan and Dan-I for the selection; to Sista Ali for saxophone; to Raw Sound, for their MC
blessings; and to Ali Zion and Ras, for the assortment of cakes. It's good to have at least
three annual events each year: The Bob Marley and Mikey Dread Festivals, as well as
Elder Stubbs.
As always, I give thanks for the continued support of Marco Fregnan of
Reggaaediscography and Sista Mariana of Rastaites.
Glad to see and support the upsurge in reggae provision in Aylesbury: three sessions
there this month.
As well as celebrating a few more of our roots reggae heroes, in September we also
recognise the Ethiopian New Year, Malian Independence and Heritage Day, in South
Africa.
Happy Birthday, Winston Jarrett.
Welcome to The Dub
Editor: Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com
Printer: Parchment Printers, Oxford – print@parchmentuk.com
All material©. All rights reserved. This publication may not be reproduced or
transmitted in any form, in whole or part, without the express permission of The
Dub.
After Eddy leave and go to the United States, Alton was vexed, 'cause they singing so long
time. I came by and say, ''We could form a group,'' and him say he's going to think it over.
We start practice every night, write lyrics like ''Girl I've Got A Date'', Cry Tough'' and
''Preacher'', the first song we recorded at Treasure Isle. Jackie Jackson was there and
Lynn Taitt, Tommy McCook, Drumbago, Gladstone Anderson, Winston Wright. We was the
first man who christen Duke Reid's studio.
Bob Marley, Peter Tosh, Bunny Wailer, Ken Boothe, Jimmy Cliff, Alton Ellis, Hortense Ellis,
Higgs and Wilson, the Richard Brothers, so many singers in the same little district, in
Kingston 12, Trenchtown.
quotes by WINSTON JARRETT
from SOLID FOUNDATION: An Oral History of Reggae – David Katz

WINSTON JARRETT

TRUE BORN DUB

I'm coming home though I may be late
Tell them it's a long long haul
The battle is fierce
But I'm standing tall
Maybe he ask you why I take so long
And he'll want to know how I'm getting along
Maybe he think I'm lost in a foreign lan'
And seize to be a natural African
Tell him I'm doing well
In spite of living in hell
Tell him that I'm coming home
To help to build my home
I'm a True Born African
Good God
I'm a True Born African

from True Born African – WINSTON JARRETT – b.14/9/1940

CULINARY DUB
Curried Lentil Soup with Coconut
Ingredients
1 medium-sized onion: 2 cloves garlic
2 slices peeled root ginger: I small red pepper
1 small green pepper: 2 tbs vegetable oil
2 tsp ground coriander: 1 tsp ground cummin
1 tsp garam masala: 2 oz (55g) creamed coconut
1 ¾ pt (1 ltr) vegetable stock: 4 oz (115g) split red lentils
1 hot pepper: freshly ground black pepper

Method
Peel and chop the onion. Crush the peeled cloves of garlic and the slices of ginger
together using a pestle and mortar, adding a little water to produce a thick paste. Slice the
red and green peppers into strips. Heat the vegetable oil in a large saucepan, add the
chopped onion and fry on a medium heat until transparent. Add the garlic and ginger paste
and fry for two minutes before putting in the spices. Fry the spices for another minute then
stir in the red and green peppers. Roughly grate the creamed coconut into the pan and stir
until it has blended to make a thick sauce. Add the vegetable stock, the washed lentils, the
whole hot pepper and black pepper. Simmer the soup for 3-40 minutes. Stir occasionally
being careful not to crush the hot pepper. Remove the hot pepper before serving

Serves 4
from The Rasta Cookbook – compiled by Laura Osborne

SAM COOKE
I born 1940 and grow in Saint Ann, Lime Tree
Gardens. I came to Kingston at an early age with
my mother and father. My mother came to
Kingston to work with white people in the colonial
days. My bigger brothers was living in Trench
town, so I grow up at 24 Fourth Street, Kingston
12. I really grow up in a Christian family, Church
of God, where everybody clap hands and praise
God, read your bible two times a day to drive
vampire away. My father was a deacon in the
church them days, but Sundays in the dining
room, he would put on those 78s and that's
where I get all my ideas from. Many songs
inspired me by the great Impressions with Curtis
Mayfield and I love Sam Cooke, Dinah
Washington, Chuck Berry. In those days I get my
little sardine pan and lay a flat piece of board
across. I made a little guitar, put that puss-gut
fishing line on it and made three string that you
could pick like a banjo and I have that little
bamboo drum stick underneath my arm. That's
where I started from. WINSTON JARRETT
from SOLID FOUNDATION: An Oral History of Reggae – David Katz

Elder Stubbs Festival

BIRTHDAY BLESSINGS DUB
Roots Reggae

Winston Jarrett – U-Roy
Alton Ellis
Prince Jazzbo – Cocoa Tea
Black Journalism

J.E Casely-Hayford (Ghana)
David Walker
Richard Wright – Vincent Tubbs
Delilah Beasley – Christopher Perry
Clennel Wickham (Barbados)
Mary Church Terrel – John Wesley Cromwell
Vincent Tubbs – Francis Harper

WORK UP DUB
WINSTON ''RIGHTEOUS FLAMES'' JARRETT selection

Work Up Yourself
Run Away

Oak Tree 7''

– Shaflames 7”

Chucky Hark and Shark
Karakor 7”

Must Be A Revolution
Original Music 10”

Spanish Town Road
Wise Man

Warrior Records 12”

I Shen Galore

Warrior Records 12”

Humble Yourself
War
Selah

Gold Dust 7”

Gold Dust 12”

Tony Shabazz 12”

Young Tree LP (Survival Is The Game)

Asher Messanjah, co founder of Messanjah Sound, Swindon

RASTA HEARTBEAT
Pure rasta heartbeat meditations. The works of Winston Jarrett span the decades of
reggae music and provide many highlights, although his releases in the 1970s were
probably his very best. Born on 14 September 1940 in Lime Tree Gardens, Saint Ann
Parish, Jarrett grew up in the Jones Town area of Kingston (next to Trench Town) after
moving there when he was five. He was allegedly taught guitar by Jimmy Cliff and Alton
Ellis. In any case, he recorded his first songs with Alton Ellis as part of the Flames, singing
on 1960s hits like ‘Cry Tough’, ‘Dance Crasher’ and ‘Rock Steady’. Alton Ellis then moved
to the UK in 1969 and
Winston reorganised the Flames as The Righteous Flames with Junior Green, Edgar
Gardner and later Danny Clarke (who formed The Meditations). The group recorded
singles for Studio One, Treasure Isle and Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry, at the turn of the 1970s.
Winston Jarrett recorded a number of inspired Bob Marley and Burning Spear versions
over the years, often considerably rearranging the tune, as well as bringing his distinctive
deep and rich vocals. ‘War’, Marley’s arrangement of Haile Selassie I’s speech to the UN
in 1963, was a case in point, with Jarrett’s 1978 version bringing a quite different musical
vision to the song. He turned parts of Marley’s ‘Revolution’ and ‘Foxhole’ by Delroy
Williams into the single ‘Must Be A Solution’, which he later re-recorded (or was it remixed,
not too sure) as the much more uptempo ‘Must Be A Revolution’ for London’s Original
Music in the mid 90s. That tune was massive on Aba Shanti I’s sound system back in the
mid 90s, and was played regularly by my sound at the time, Two 7s Clash.
As for Burning Spear, Winston’s rearrangements start even earlier, with his version of
Spear’s ‘Rocking Time’ (known as ‘Fear Not’) being released as a single by Studio One in
1975. The song appears again on the 1978 LP ‘Man Of The Ghetto’. His ‘Work Up
Yourself’ 12” from 1984, produced by Striker Lee, transforms the same song into a flat out
Channel One stomper, complete with dub.
During the 1990s, Jah Shaka approached Winston Jarrett to make some recordings,
initially as dubplates for Shaka’s sound, but which were eventually released in 2006 as the
‘Children Of The Ghetto’ LP on Jah Shaka Music. The single ‘Praises Unto HIM’ in 1997
was indicative of how the rest of the album would sound – strong, rootical and deep, but
modern and militant too. The sessions were recorded at Kingston’s famous Leggo Studio,
directed by Flabba Holt on bass, with a top team of reggae musicians – Benbow, Skully,
Tony Asher and Deadly Headley.
Occasional releases have trickled out since then, as well as a number of reissues in recent
years. The most notable of these is from Iroko Records, who put out Jarrett’s classic ‘Man
Of The Ghetto’ 1978 LP again, which featured the reformed Righteous Flames. The album
was cut at Channel One with the Revolutionaries and producer Tony Shabazz, who
Winston did quite a few tunes with. Winston has lived in Seattle for some years now and
recorded a stunning live set for local radio station KEXP early in 2016, which is worth
searching out on YouTube.
Dan-I, co-founder of Field Frequency. Previously published as Winston Jarrett: Jah
Righteous Flame

Elder Stubbs Festival

MAMA REDEMPTION
for Saint Krestos Samra
How did he receive you, Krestos Samra,
On your laudable mission to hell?
Did he jeer,
Brandish his fist?
Attempt to entangle you,
Spin you in a twist.
You flew the flag,
Of reconciliation for all.
Did he cuss,
Weave a spell?
Try to banish you,
To the darkest dell.
You laboured to invite everyone,
To the great banquet of peace.
Did he stomp,
Raise the volume level?
Strive to ensnare you,
Because he's the Devil
We celebrate you, Mama Redemption:
Your gifts of mediation and light.
Natty Mark

from Thirty Pieces of Prayer and other poems. Published here in recognition
of ENKUTATASH, the Ethiopian New Year – September 11th. Krestos Samra,
was a 15th century Ethiopian saint, known for her missions of reconciliation. In
one of her visions, she visited hell, as she believed no one was beyond
redemption – even old Lucifer.

GLORIOUS
Dread In A Babylon: An Appreciation of U-Roy
Dear respected reader of The Dub
During the month of September, we will celebrate the birth of Ewart Beckford, better known
as U Roy, who will celebrate his 75th birthday.
I first became aware of the glorious music of U-Roy, when a friend lent me a copy of his
"Original DJ" compilation a number of years ago, which contained some wonderful tracks.
I then began to seek out his incredible back catalogue with such wonderful albums as
Dread In Babylon, Natty Rebel and Rasta Ambassador: all full of incredible songs, with URoy's melodic and thought provoking toasting over the top.
U-Roy remains one of my favourite ever Jamaican musicians and his music an inspiration.

1) Natty

Rebel
2) Chalice In The
Palace
3) Natty Don't Fear
4) Evil Doers
5) Jah Jah
6) Dreadlocks Dread
7) No More War
8) Wake The Town
9) Small Axe
10) The Great Psalms
Richie Roots

INDEPENDENCE DUB
6th -

19th –

SWAZILAND

St.KITTS
21st –

NEVIS

BELIZE

22nd –

24th –

and

MALI

GUINEA-BISSAU

30th –

BOTSWAN

ROGER ROBINSON: Dub Poet for the Modern Age

“Roger Robinson is a dozen men. Or more.. a writer, poet, singer, and musician…a
teacher, a scholar, a thinker, an activist, a man of letters… one of the few unrelenting and
constant observers of life in Brixton, of post-riot/pre-Brexit Britain... a serious man with a
great sense of humour.” (from http://rogerrobinsononline.com)
Roger Robinson is a modern day dub poet, based in London but originally from Trinidad.
He works in many ways with many different people and on his own. He was shortlisted for
The OCM Bocas Poetry Prize and highly commended by the Forward Poetry Prize 2013.
He has toured extensively with the British Council and is a co-founder of both Spoke Lab
and the international writing collective Malika’s Kitchen, as well as a lecturer and leader of
poetry workshops.
He is part of the group King Midas Sound, formed by Kiki Hitomi and The Bug’s Kevin
Martin. King Midas Sound have released three albums to date (on Hyperdub and Nina
Tune Records) and their sound is pretty much impossible to define – soulful and
experimental, but very much rooted in dubwise exploration of sound. Roger’s soft singing
voice and deep spoken tones are very much key to their style.
In the last two years he has released two albums of dub poetry with producer Disrupt on
the Jahtari label – 2015’s ‘Dis Side Ah Town’ and 2017’s ‘Dog Heart City’. Disrupt’s murky
digital dancehall dub riddims provide the ideal atmosphere and space for Roger to bring us
his tales of changing London, its people and streets, its moods and tensions. The first of
these albums was written in response to arriving home from a tour during the rioting of that
summer, trying to make sense and report on what was going on around him. The new

album is much broader in scope and addresses such issues as the social cleansing of
inner London (‘New Maps’) and the separate lives of those who drive London’s
international economy and those who clean for them (‘Nightshift’).
I asked Roger Robinson some questions for The Dub and he was kind enough to take the
time to answer.
What comes first, lyrics or rhythms?
The rhythms mostly come first and lyrically I am responding to the producer’s music. Then
it will go back to the producer, who in the case of Disrupt will cater the arrangement to
what I wrote and then mix it.
Do you have a history of working with reggae/dub or did that come about through
coming into contact with Disrupt? Was it about meeting the right producer?
I grew up with dub and reggae in Trinidad parties during my teenage years. Rockers was
a big thing in Trinidad. I wanted to write about urban cities and the stories they hold and
dub was the perfect form for it. Especially after all the dub explorations I’d done with King
Midas Sound.
How did you link with Kevin Martin? The King Midas Sound project is very different
to his other work, more delicate and considered. Do you collectively steer the
musical direction or is that really down to Kevin?
To a large extent King Midas Sound was born out of dub. The first album (‘Waiting For
You’) was made by us listening to Kevin’s seven inch dub collection night after night for
about two years. Definitely in the live shows you’d find direct indications of that. I met
Kevin through A cyde, who is a DJ/musician/MC and known man about town. Kevin had
heard a poetry EP I did called ‘Chocolate Art’ and I had heard his ‘Jazz Satellites’
compilation that I liked and we started doing some recordings together. The direction of
King Midas Sound was decided jointly most of the time.
Can you tell us anything about your published poetry and live poetry
performances?
I’ve been writing poetry for twenty four years, long before I ever recorded it, so I’ve been
through many stylistic iterations. Poems about family, poems influenced by hip hop
rhythms, poems about immigration, poems about music and musicians, as well as dub
poems about the city. When I do a poetry reading, they tend to be a pick and mix of all
these iterations of style.
I see that you sometimes put on dub poetry performances too, how do you put
these shows together?
I usually perform with Disrupt, but sometimes I do solo shows if he can’t make it. In the
shows with Disrupt, sometimes he will throw in rhythms that I have never heard before and
I have to adapt quickly and it keeps things fresh. In the solo show I keep it controlled
because there are too many things I have to do besides singing and my head wouldn’t
have the space. The solo show is part DJ, part concert, part theatre and part spoken
word. There is room for improvisation, though not as much as with Disrupt.
Roger Robinson’s latest album, ‘Dog Heart City’, is available now on LP, CD and
download on Jahtari Records.
Dan-I

FROM THE ROOTS UP
As you might imagine writing in any music magazine, it means you hear over the course of
any year, a huge amount of music: both in a live setting or through recordings. Part of what
I do involves reviews for blues magazines; and you soon realize how many sides there are
to the blues. In a couple of recent issues of The Dub, I looked at how from state to state in
the USA, how it varies hugely. The early days saw what we call twelve bar blues, but no
more; the styles are taken from many different sources, the boundaries are broken as
blues like every form and style of music, looks for new directions because it’s what music
is all about. Whatever you listen too, it must develop and move forward to stay relevant
and equally attract new audiences. Look for instance at the music roots covered in this
magazine alone, how what began as what we’d call pure reggae, has taken on trends
through it’s history, brought on board the ‘pop’ market, that has not always been in the best
interests of the music: certainly for those who immerse themselves in it’s original sound
and ideas. It is the same with blues, so it’s good to go back to it’s roots; so you don’t lose
sight of it’s origins, as the music changes into a much wider market. You find people say
they like the blues, but to them it’s a pop singer, or a slow song, but with no clue to the
depth and heritage of the music. Sure, the same could be said of reggae; many know the
cross over hits but not the real history and what it truly is all about, a thing we must all
remember, as we take our music to others. Sure, there will be change but the roots must
never be forgotten, because if not we lose that which drew us to enjoy and play it in the
first place.
These days, you don’t quite hear so much solo blues guitar that incorporates various
styles of the blues, but recently I caught up with a young man from London, who plays this
style. Chris Corcoran, in his trio with bass & drums, puts out albums and performs his
music, not a vocalist in sight. He brings in music inspired not only by the blues, but the
sounds of Cuban street music, the boogie of New Orleans, and on his latest offering - with
an added line up of both horns and keyboards - the big band blues jazz era is
incorporated. What makes any music enjoyable is bringing that which inspires and gives
you personal enjoyment; equally, a challenge to your own playing, developing your skills:
seeing where the music takes you. Chris Corcoran has taken these influences alongside
his superb guitar playing, to produce a whole new and vibrant sound to what he plays, very
much as Bob Marley did with reggae, or Fats Domino to the sounds of New Orleans.
Corcoran uses not a solid electric guitar, but one that has a hollow body, ‘f’ holes and pick
ups, that produce that rich full sound. The trio have the depth of a bigger band, yet it’s only
three! Much roots music develops that way; a few musicians can produce a sound so rich
and full, you’d think there are far more than there actually is.
The music we hear does come into how any of us play, it becomes that which creates our
sound, influences what keeps our music, whatever it is, both fresh and exciting.

Pete Clack. Blues in Britain writer
Jarrett says the Flames had a shifting line-up, with men such as Noel' Zoot' Sims and
Lloyd Chalmers occasionally taking the place of Eggar Gordon. They took the name
Flames, he explains, ''because I was on the show with James Brown and the Flames, we
perform together at the Carib Theatre''.
from Solid Foundation: An Oral History of Reggae – David Katz

VOYAGE of DISCOVERY
Winston Jarrett was not a name that I had been overly familiar with if, I’m honest. So when
Natty Mark Samuels asked me to compile a Winston Jarrett top ten for the next issue of
The Dub, just a week before deadline date, it led to some extremely frantic visits on my
part to YouTube and other various media sites I can tell you! But the more I acquainted
myself with the Winston Jarrett solo and Righteous Flames catalogues, the more I realised
that discovering a ‘new’ artist' - even one who’s been around for the last 43 years - for the
first time, is actually far more fun than simply re-playing the songs of those we know far
more intimately, over and over again (unless it’s the mighty and awesome The Clash of
course, then that’ perfectly understandable!). So, for those far more knowledgeable than
me about the music and career of Winston Jarrett, I hope you find yourself in some kind of
agreement with the ten tracks I finally selected; and for those not so knowledgeable, I
hope that you’re intrigued enough by my selection anyway, to now go on a Winston Jarrett
voyage of discovery yourselves. One love and cool runnings,

Run Away
Jungle Collie
Fear Not Mighty Dread
Born To Be Loved
Wise Man
Tired Of The System
Ranking Ghetto Style
Where Is The Ark
True Born African
Why Fighting (Why Is It)

(Winston Jarrett & The Righteous Flames)
(Solo)

(Solo)

(Solo)

(Solo)

(Solo)

(Winston Jarrett & The Righteous Flames)

(Winston Jarrett & The Righteous Flames)
(Solo)

Johnny Heartbreaker

(Solo)

Elder Stubbs Festival

Tale of The Happy Student
He hasn't stopped beaming. Entranced, blessed by the library of Muhammed Bagayogo.
He came to request a recommended literature list, on the study of Islamic history – and got
a bonus too! Can't believe he's there, in the research centre of Mohammed Bagayogo!
God has certainly watched over him today. Books on subject matter, such as mathematics
(riyadiyat), law (fiqh) and philosophy (falsafa). The poor Mossi student who came to ask a
favour, got invited to a place of riches.
While mesmerised by the manuscripts, the great teacher returns, bringing cashew nuts –
and a cold lemon drink. He would have liked to have stayed all day, but he knows the great
teacher is a busy man. So he gives thanks, clasping his hands and bowing his head, for
the magical twenty minutes – and the loan of a book. He can't stop grinning, as he walks
down the street. The sand cannot bother him, the wind cannot detain him; he floats on a
breeze of happiness.
Tale of a Talk
Wishing for a little solitude, before the sunset prayer, Muhammed Bagayogo goes down to
the river. He wishes peace to the Bozo fisherman, making the last repairs to his craft, his
channel to life - ready for the water tomorrow. The wish of peace is returned. He wishes
peace to the Malinke labourer, finishing his final mud bricks; a day of repetition, with earth
and water. The wish of peace is returned. He wishes peace to the two Fulani women,
returning, after selling milk and butter, in a nearby village market. They return the wish of
peace.
Choosing his spot, the great teacher stands, to commence his talk with God. He marvels
again at the vermillion beauty, as God begins to change the colour on his brushes, to
yellow, red and orange. A heron flies by, in that elegant movement, that we associate with
that bird in flight. He watches it's majestic motion, until he can see it no more. Silhouette of
the boatman - his pole rising and falling, as the water begins it's dreamtime shimmering. A
flock of birds, go skimming over the water.
Caught in the reverie of his discourse with the Creator, he says a quick prayer of thanks,
for the moments of peace and beauty. Gathering up his boubou, he walks rapidly back to
town, to deliver the Maghrib prayer, at Jingerber Mosque.
Tale of a Little One
Suleman and Musa beat feverishly on the door of the house of their favourite teacher.
Opening the door, Muhammed Bagayogo wishes peace, one of whom carries an injured
bird in his hands.
He invites them in, offering cold drinks of cold ginger, while he goes to his library, picking
out subject matter on biology; promising the ''sacred duet'', that he'll consult his books and
fellow scholars, for the healing of the little one. Cupping the injured one in his hands,
bowing his head – they follow suit, as he says, ''the first dose of medicine, is that of
prayer''.
Natty Mark
From Tales of Muhammed Bagayogo. Published here in recognition of the MALI INDEPEDENCE
DAY, September 22nd. MUHAMMED BAGAYOGO, my favourite Islamic scholar, was one of the
leading figures of Timbuktu University, in Mali, during its Golden Age in the 16th century.
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK
In this Issue, we are spotlighting ISHMEL McANUFF and our Top Five plays for
August 2017.

ISHMEL McANUFF
Ishmel McAnuff also known as Little Lion, Little Dragon, Trouble Double, Kenniyata, and
Macklaw, was born on July 27th 1984 in Kingston Jamaica. Son of one of my favourite
artists, Winston McAnuff and Viviene Johnson. As it was a very musical family, Ishmel
started on stage at an early age. In 1987, at 2 ½ years old, while his dad was performing
on stage at Sunsplash, Ishmel who was on stage too watching, went to his dad, asking
for the microphone. He stopped singing and gave it to him for a little time: he waved and
danced before giving the microphone back to his dad. At about seven years of age, Ishmel
started djing at parties and events and was singing and writing his own songs from age
nine. At ten, Ishmel recorded his first song “Me a Old Don” at Matic Studio. To get away
from the violence in Kingston, Ismel left to move to the country, in Christiana Manchester.
In 1996 under the name ‘Little Lion’, he opened for Dennis Brown, Culture and Tyrone
Taylor, at Treasure Beach St. Elizabeth.
In 1998 while attending Jamaica’s Knox College, Ishmel's musical talent and stage
presence helped him to win The Best Junior Actor in “Jamaica Gold”.
1998 also saw him continuing to develop as a musician under the name ‘Double Trouble’
opening for Bounty Killer and Baby Cham in Mandeville.
In 2000 Ishmel won the GT Taylor Red Label competition. Since then, Ishmel has been
moving forward with his musical career, recording and touring extensively in Europe and is
currently based in France. Under the name Maclaw, he recorded “Nuh Worry your Mind”,
his first release on the ''Row Fisherman Riddim” (Lee Scratch Perry) and again in 2006 by
Blood and Fire, an album called Congos and Friends. Further tracks included ’'Who’' on
the Wet Clothes riddim. ‘'Work Hard’' for M&M Step Up Records; ''The Road’ on the
Addiction Riddim.
‘'Reggae on Broadway’' as
Macklaw, with his father
Winston on the album.
‘Kingston Love’
‘Can’t Stop'' and ''Big
Fish’' at Leggo Beast Studio
not yet released. ‘Fire
Must Burn’ on The Drum
Melody Riddim
2010.‘'The System’', originally
recorded in 2005 under
the name Ras Ismael Mc Anuff
on the Be Careful Riddim
was remixed and released on
the Album ‘'Secret of
Living’', in 2011.
In 2012 ‘Rebel Music’,
featuring ‘Broussaï’ was
released on the album
Kingston Town. Also in 2012,
there was ‘Me No Trust
Them’ on the Culture Hall
Riddim’ for Cultural Production based in France.
‘'Hard Time Tough’' on the I Drop Riddim released in 2013, alongside ’All My Life’EP.
‘Police A Come 2016.
Ras Ishmel McAnuff is natural and charismatic. He is sometimes compared to Sizzla,
Capleton, Jah Mason: but he has his own inspired style and is working with JAH.

TOP FIVE PLAYS AUGUST 2017
1. Hebrews Chapter 1
(Various)LP
Solardub Records
2. Honouring The Kings Of Reggae
(Various)LP
Fire Ball Records

3. Reggae Sax Riddim
(Various) LP
Reggae Vibes
4. Raid
(Ikal) LP
Ical Productions
5. Outernational Roots Mix
(Various) Mixtape
Sir Coxsone

DJ Baps

For radio show requests, dedications etc text to +44 (0)781 3355448

FEEL THE POWER
Calvin George Scott, better known as Cocoa Tea, was born on 3/9/1959 in Claremont
Jamaica. He was popular in Jamaica from the mid 80''s, although not reaching success
worldwide until the 1990's. After recording for many of the top reggae labels he started his
own label in 2000, named 'Roaring Lion' He also initiated the annual new years eve event
'Dance Hall Jam Jam' which ran from 2003 till 2009.
His huge back catalogue is extremely varied and covers several different styles of reggae
music.

Feel The Power
Informer
Stand Up Straight
Can't Take The Fire Bun
Heathen
Poverty
Disturbance
Israel's King
Bun Dem
Tek Weh Your Girl
Ali Zion
Waiting for Jah to fill I cup
Cause it seems like this love I have for Jah
I just can't get enough
I'm waiting for Jah to lift I up
And so the world can see the word and words of I
Yes they keep on living in their illusion
Thinking that one day
Great God will come from the sky
It's a mixed up world of love confusion
And all I see that's happening is religion against religion
Can you feel I
Feel the power vested in I by Jah Jah
Jah Jah the Most High
from Feel The Power – COCOA TEA

HOMEGROWN
tribute to LINTON KWESI JOHNSON b.24/7/1952
My budget for fresh vinyl was limited, so my purchases were deeply considered. Forays
into unfamiliar territory were largely samplers/compilations with the guarantee that one
track at least, would hit the mark; brandishing Virgin’s Frontline Two, I headed to the three
Scott brothers’ home for a listening. The consensus was that Dread Beat & Blood was the
outstanding track and they were already well versed on snippets in fanzine articles about
LKJ’s background.
It led to their purchase of the album, categorised alongside Gil Scott Heron initially, until
others joined the roster. LKJ in part, created a new genre & vernacular. The words’
meaning was not immediately transparent, but thought provoking. Alongside his
contemporary, John Cooper Clarke, with whom he often shared a stage, he provided a
cultural & social commentary that was home-grown, recognisable & a voice for those
needing to articulate their frustrations & struggles. Subsequent discoveries of Mutabaruka,
Joolz Denby, Benjy Zeph & others, made it clear that dub/performance poetry was an
entire sub-culture of its own - and thriving.
To my mind, the influence of musical poets of his generation is most significant, as it
empowered others to explore it without fears of convention. Poetry was not merely the
medium of those familiar with its traditional devices and endorsed by the artistic
establishment. Language is the only free resource globally that we share; it is not the sole
province of anyone. LKJ among others inspired my own creative development and made
me less guarded & prejudiced towards an art-form, I had mistakenly thought was strictly off
limits. Crusoe. This was a late arrival for the August issue.

GHETTO

Winston Jarrett is another seriously underrated but prolific singer who benefits from the
Nighthawk treatment on this late 1980s set, agin recorded with an all-star band that
includes Santa on drums, Clinton Fearon on bass, Chinna on lead guitar, along with
Gladstone Anderson and the late Winston Wright on keyboards. Apart from an irritating
reverb on the drums, they sound good and Jarrett sings well throughout, particularly on the
title track and the remake of his late 1970s hit ''Spanish Town Road''. He still has the ability
to fashion songs from everyday incidents, grounded in ghetto knowledge. Check the ''No
one remember Barrel-O Lawn from the title track – Barrel-O Lawn was a famous dancehall
way back in the early days of Jamaican music. Weakest track is the derivative ''Lovers
Making Love'', which sounds like it was written for Alton Ellis. In the absence of a truly
comprehensive collection of Winston's 1970s singles, this is a worthwhile set. Review of
JONESTOWN (Nighthawk label) – from Rough Guide to Reggae – by Steve Barrow.

BIRDS and CLOUDS DUB
Giving thanks for Room In The Sky

Based around their North London studio, Room In The Sky have released a stack of
records featuring top flight Jamaican singers and players, with a definite leaning towards
the ‘old school’. The core of the operation is the Salute band and producer Lew Lewis M,
but there are also a large crew of regular musicians that join them. Several of their 7”s
have been big plays on Field Frequency Sound, Natty HiFi and the Desta*Nation show,
especially Vin Gordon’s ‘Liberty Horn’ and Winston Reedy’s version of the Dennis Brown
hit ‘How Long Rastafari’. Another fan has been David Rodigan, who has played a number
of their releases on his radio show.
“The first reggae pre I bought was in 1983, on the Volcano label: Tony Tuff’s ‘Water
Pumping’, bought at Daddy Kool’s Record Shop. The first tune I produced was in 1986 –
BB Seaton’s ‘Two Sides To Every Story’ on the MB Music label.” Lewis then started
working on some funky house music which really took off and over the next few years he
worked with a diverse bunch of artists with some chart success. Artists included Ronnie
Jordan, Incognito, Black Box, What’s Happenin’, Judge Jules and many others.
On the back of this Lewis built his Room In The Sky studio in 1995, where he has
focussed on his first love, reggae. He has recorded music with Gregory Isaacs, Ken
Boothe, Alton Ellis, Dennis Alcapone, Derrick Morgan, Earl 16, Dave Barker, Sugar Minott,
Junior Reid, Michael Prophet, Frankie Paul, Al Campbell, Dawn Penn, Joy White and
many more.
The core of the Salute band features Lewis on keyboards; Preacher on bass; Errol
Pitterson on guitar; Ben Bell Horus on drums; Leroy V on piano; as well as regular guest
musicians Eddie ‘Tan Tan’ Thornton on trumpet, Ray Carless on saxophone and Vin
Gordon on trombone.
While many of the label’s releases are available on bandcamp, iTunes and other digital
platforms, they press up 12” and 7” records regularly. Three new 7”s were at the pressing
plant when I was talking with Lewis, with another three being mastered for release. The
team are also working on a live album of Winston Reedy and the Salute band. Dan-I

MAMA NALA
in tribute to NESTA

NALA

dedicated to Elizabeth Perrill, Clive Sithole and Helen Baillie, of Sabali Pots.
Devotee: Come let us talk of clay,
Come let's speak of Nesta Nala.
Wish I could have sat and watched,
The Zulu Master Potter.
Clay: I am clay,
So there is much of me.
So take a piece,
For the bride to be,
Who needs a pot,
To take the beer,
To the house of her father-in law.
Devotee: Destined to interact with clay,
Born in a place called Oyaya.
Wish I could have sat and watched,
The Zulu Master Potter.
Voices (chanted): Kneaded and pounded,
Pounded and kneaded,
Times of grog and fusion.
Pounded and kneaded,
Kneaded and pounded,
The mud and woman cohesion.
Clay: I like the way she coils me:
Like a serpent of construction,
Raising a monument to culture.
I go higher, higher,
Wherever her hand leads me;
Rounder, rounder,
Wherever her mind needs me.
If symbiosis had an epitome,
I know it would be her and I.
Devotee: The conjurer of clay,
Tutored by her mother.
Wish I could have sat and watched,
The Zulu Master Potter.

Fire: I am fire, so its time for my re-appearance, because the shallow pit is ready. So let
me summon my accomplices...
Cow Dung: I am dung. But I too, am part of the Mama Nala master plan. I too, make my
contribution to beauty.
Aloe leaves: I am aloe leaf. They collect me in bundles and lay the pots on me and cover
them with me also.
Tamboti: I am a Tamboti tree. I give of my branches and my twigs.
Euphorbia: I am a Euphorbia tree. I give of my branches and my twigs.
Grass: I am grass, friend to the Zulu, happy to do my bit. I say friend, as they use my
cousins and I, for their weaving and thatching, as well as the firing of pots.
Fire: Now we are all assembled, let the show begin.
Cow Dung: The firing is a mid-afternoon affair,
Aloe leaves: When it is not too windy.
Tamboti: Lasting about an hour,
Euphorbia: Till the pots turn orange in colour.
Grass: A second firing, changes the colour from orange to black
Animal Fat: I am animal fat. After the smoking to blacken the pot, I am the item of choice,
to smooth and to polish: I am conclusion.
Devotee: Her love affair with clay,
From childhood days in Mamba.
Wish I could have sat and watched,
The Zulu Master Potter.
Clay: What she has learnt of me,
She has passed to her daughters:
Bongi, Jabu,
Thembi and Zanele.
Carriers of tradition,
Couriers of beauty.
Of raised cords and incised lines
Of impressions and amasumpa.
Mama Nala watching,
Must be smiling,
Relaxing in her time of rest.
Devotee: The ancestors whispered clay,
Something to hold utshwala.
Wish I could have sat and watched,
The Zulu Master Potter.

Clay: It felt good being in her hands.
Excited by the development of the piece,
As much as the finished product.
Knowing that what she creates,
May be placed in the imsamo:
The sacred place in the Zulu home.
Everyday mud,
Embellished by human hand,
Standing to attention in the darkened shrine.
Devotee: Like a Patron Saint of Clay,
Earthen prayers to the Creator.
Wish I could have sat and watched,
The Zulu Master Potter.
Man: I know who to go to,
When I need an imbiza;
So sorghum and I,
Can begin the diary,
That you and I know as fermenting.
Voices: He is going to see Mama Nala
Woman: I know who to go to,
When I need umancishana;
So chicken and I,
Can commence that agenda,
That you and I know as cooking.
Voices: She is going to see Mama Nala.
Children's voices (chanted): We love Grandma Nala,
Maker of umancishana,
Holder of our amasi.
We love Grandma Nala,
Maker of umacishana,
Holder of our amasi.
Voices: They are going to see Mama Nala!
Devotee: Her global exhibits in clay,
Cultural Ambassador.
Wish I could have sat and watched,
The Zulu Master Potter.
Clay: Her and I won prizes,
Sought after by collectors,
Abroad as well as at home.
So together we blessed,
The river called Thukela,
And all its tributaries.

So many blessings that river gave us,
Too many to number and catalogue.
In tribute to its offerings,
We made the best we could.
We pounded and kneaded,
Pressed and impressed:
Template of her grandmother.
Using the pot of our making,
They gave thanks to the ancestors.
Devotee: She was devoted to clay,
See the beautiful ukhamba.
Wish I could have sat and watched,
The Zulu Master Potter.
Natty Mark
Published here in recognition of HERITAGE DAY, formerly SHAKA DAY, celebrated in
South Africa on September 24th.

WISE MAN
Wise man come from the East this day
Wise man come from the East I say
Wise man come from the East
Wise Man come from the East
Wise Man come from the East this day
This Day
This Day
This Day
New generation was born
New civilisation created by Jah Love
Created by Jah Love
Created by Jah Love
Created by Jah Love
Jah teaches wisdom
Jah preaches love

from Wise Man – WINSTON JARRETT

Elder Stubbs Festival

OPENED UP THE DOORS
Greetings to the Dub readers
The Originator of Djing: U- Roy born Ewart Beckford
Born: 21st September 1942
Birthplace: Jones Town Jamaica
U-Roy, like many artists, came from a church background, bought up by his mother, who
was a Seventh Day Adventist. She was was an active choir member as well as the
organist. U-Roy was influenced at a younger age by recording artists like James Brown
and Fats Domino. The main man who made the biggest impression on U-Roy - as he
liked his style of music and the way he used his lyrics at the time – was King Louis Jordan.
It all began in 1961, on the Dickie Wong Sound System, where he was influenced by the
Great Count Machukie. U-Roy was given the chance to play on a few sound systems,
such as Sir George the Atomic, before moving on to the late great Sir Coxone Dodd's
Coxsone Downbeat - sound system number two. At the time, King Stitch was the most
popular on the number one, as well as on Sir Percy and on King Tubbys Hometown Hi Fi.
It took U-Roy eight years to release his first two songs, which were Keith Hudson
production: Dynamic Fashion and Earth Rightful Ruler, alongside another late, great
artiste, Peter Tosh (influenced by the Rastafarian use of the Ethiopian language,
Amharic). It was at this time that U-Roy was heard by another late, great singer, John Holt,
who at the time was a member of the Paragons. Sir John Holt first heard U-Roy djing over
a Duke Reid song in the dancehall, which made an impression on him. He opened the
doors for U-Roy, by mentioning him to yet another great, Duke Reid, founder of the
Treasure Isle label. He gave U-Roy the chance to singjay/djay on a few of the Paragons
recordings, such as Wake the Town, Wear You To The Ball, and The Tide is High, which
came out twice. Blondie released a version in 1980, which was a big hit all over. Virgin rereleased the song as well as The Paragons.
U-Roy made a name for himself, in recognition of his unusual style of djing. He went on to
work alongside a wide range of artists and producers, such as Bunny Lee, Phill Pratt,
Sonia Pottinger, Rupie Edwards, Alvin Ranglin, Lloyd Daley, Willie Nelson, Eric Clapton,
Gwen Stefani, Keith Richards, Toots Hibbert, Ken Boothe and The Skatalites.
.
In 1972, U-Roy toured England with Roy Shirley (Get On The Ball) and Max Romeo
(Valley of Jehosaphat). A few years later, in 1975, in Jamaica and America, their was the
release of the album Dread in a Babylon, on the Virgin label. The album did quite well, as
a certain song on the album, Run Away Girl, was released as a single produced by Tony
Robinson.1975 saw the release of a U-Roy version of Curly Locks - Joyful Locks. Other
recordings in this period was a version of Linval Thompson's Don’t Cut Your Dreadlocks.
The year 1976 saw the release in Europe on the Frontline label of Natty Rebel, followed
by Rasta Ambassador in 1977 and Jah Son of Africa, in 1978.

In 1978, U-Roy had his own sound system named after his sons: Stur Gav. This sound
opened the ways for other dj’s to shine; Ranking Joe, Jah Screw Charlie Chaplin, and
Josey Wales.
2004 saw U-Roy featured on an album that received a Grammy Award for best Reggae
album: True Love by Toots and the Maytals. Three years later, he received the Order of
Distinction, awarded by the Jamaican Government.
To this day, U-Roy is still active in the music business, appearing on recordings and
continuing to tour.
U-Roy will always be remembered as the one who dj/singjayed, which was unique. With
his distinctive voice and style, he opened up the doors for many.
Angela Grant aka Empress Vibez

FULL OF VIBES
Ahead of his time and full of vibes, son of St Ann, Winston Jarrett, or Flames as he was
known in Jamaica, has captured the very essence of Trenchtown over the years; starting
out as a member of The Flames, under the wing of Alton Ellis, the Godfather of
Rocksteady. The Flames had their first hit in the mid sixties and signed to Duke Reids'
Treasure Isle, before the heyday of Rocksteady.
Jarrett made a breakaway from the norm, after Ellis went on to become a solo artist in his
own right, changing the name of his group to The Righteous Flames. After working closely
with Aston 'Familyman' Barrett of the Wailers, The Righteous Flames released the True
Born African single in 1973, which is one of the earliest examples of reggae I heard.
This original brethren has shown to be a true peoples person, coming from the ghetto,
sticking to the roots: who has never left the vibes of the Good Old Days. Having personally
been inspired by the soulful yearning sounds of ''Rocking Vibration'' one of many hard to
find album releases out of Jamaica, his release on Jah Shaka Music however, entitled
''Children of the Ghetto'' has revived interest amongst the roots reggae fraternity,
especially with the single ''Praises Unto Him''.

Sista Helen

HUMBLE DUB
A WINSTON JARRETT and the RIGHTEOUS FLAMES selection

Humble Yourself
(Rite Sound 12”/ Nocturne CD track)

Must Be A Solution/ Must Be A
Revolution
(Clocktower 7”/ Original Music 10”)

War
(Gorgon/ Tony Shabazz 12”)

Fear Not/ Work Up Yourself
(Studio One 7”/ Oak Sound 7” & 12”)

Chucky Hark & Shark
(Karazor/ Iroko 7”)

Ride On Natty
(Hut Music/ Iroko 7”)

Spanish Town Road
(Rite Sound/ Gold Dust 7”)

Wise Man
(Warrior 12”)

Praises Unto HIM
(Jah Shaka Music 7” & LP track)

Food In The Pot
(Jah Shaka Music LP track)

Come Down Zaccheus
(Nocturne/ Young Tree CD track)
Dan-I

DUB DIARY
September
2nd – Melody ReMix presents a night of dance hall,
lovers rock & roots reggae@Weavers Pub,
Aylesbury - 8 – 1am – free.
17th – Reggae Garden Festival featuring
Twinkle Brothers@Old Town Bowl, Swindon – live
acts, djs, food, children's activities incl. face painting
and bouncy castle – 12-9pm - £20/£10 – under 5s
free.
22nd – Wayne McArthur and the Universal Players
featuring Aqua Levi, Esther McArthur + selectors
Julian Fairshare & Danny Makating@Shoot Live,
Aylesbury - £5
23rd - Melody Creator HiFi presents a night of revival
reggae@Queens Head ,Aylesbury – 8-till late – free.
Skylarkin presents David Rodigan plus special
guests@The Bullingdon, Oxford – 10.30-3am - £15.

